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Filler to wall: in cases 

where you have designed a 

filler to sit between your 

end cabinet and the wall, you will need 

to fit & size this into the remaining 

space. 

The filler is supplied at the width as per 

your design to a maximum width of 

1200mm. 

If your filler is less than 200mm wide, 

you will receive your filler at 200mm as 

this size allows sufficient  size to be cut 

& trimmed to your wall. 

Ready to finish 

….. At this stage you 

can fit the cabinet 

off against the wall to provide 

additional security for the filler.  

Continue with your installation 

and once your benchtops are 

fitted you can return to seal this 

off… 

 

Remember, your kickboard 

will continue under both the 

pantry and the filler and finish 

into the wall... 
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Trim to fit: push the base position into its final position. 

Observe how the filler lines up with the wall.  

It is not uncommon for your walls to be out of square so note if any 

final adjustment is required. You can tape and mark the cutting line... 

Simply unscrew the filler from the cabinet, lay down flat and trim as 

required. 

Re attach and test again. Take care to achieve 

a neat finish. 

 

 

Finish off by securing the filler to the wall 

with a block or scrap off cut... 

Attach to the Cabinet. Now attach the filler to your 

cabinet using the final 

screw hole. 

 

Important to note: your filler is 

designed to sit adjacent to the 

doors, not the cabinet frame…. 

Be sure to test and adjust to achieve 

this... 
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Cleat the filler: The simplest way to secure your filler is to 

use the supplied plastic cleats—see (1) and sdecure them to 

the filler panel with the supplied screws (2).  

For your base filler you will be best to use a cleat at the top and bot-

tom of the filler…  

 

 

Ensure they are flush with the in-

side edge of the edge tape. 
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Part of a Team:  The filler is best inserted by securing it 

to the last adjacent cabinet and you can then push this 

cabinet into the wall and trim to fit (see step 5). 

  

The filler is attached to the cabinet by using the plastic fit-

ting block which is screwed into the filler and then the cabi-

net. 

  

Please note: if your filler has come with the minimum 

200mm length then you will want to trim or check 

measure that all of your cabinets will fit on the wall before 

you secure and fit off this cabinet  & filler. 

STPF: 

Tall Panel Filler 


